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EMISSION: IMPOSSIBLE – ADDRESSING CLIMATE CHANGE
THROUGH INSTRUMENTS OF INTERNATIONAL LAW
By Justin Winchester

ABSTRACT

The disastrous consequences of climate change have long been recognised as internationally
catastrophic, and the human contribution to these consequences is undoubtedly significant. The
adoption of the Kyoto Protocol was pivotal in this regard: it represented a collective recognition
by most of the international community to address this phenomenon. Furthermore, the need to
address this phenomenon is plainly a human rights issue; modest formulations of the rights to
life, health, dignity, subsistence, self-determination and equality are unacceptably implicated,
and this bears particularly harsh consequences on the most vulnerable states and citizens within
them. To address this global issue, particularly through combatting states’ carbon emissions,
international law presents itself as a clear mechanism for resolution, yet a close analysis of the
existing international law in this area – both customary and conventional – paints a grim
picture. The sources considered in this essay prove that no definitive customary international
law duty exists which obliges states to reduce their carbon emissions. Furthermore,
conventional international law which has aimed to do so have fallen short of their aspirations
either by their own implementation or by their design. While it is unfortunate that international
law sources are largely ineffective, this essay posits climate litigation through a human rightsbased lens as a solution to international laws inadequacy. State-protected human rights are a
near-universally available hook for environmental activists to hang their climate-cases onto,
and current trends in domestic courts show increased willingness to their reception. However,
only time will tell whether this interpretive approach will gain the necessary traction before
climate change becomes a climate irreparably changed.
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I

INTRODUCTION

The impacts of climate injustices are felt far beyond the borders of the states within which they
are committed. Climate change, which scientists believe is primarily anthropogenic as opposed
to naturally-occurring, threatens the lives and livelihoods of individuals globally and
particularly those of vulnerable persons in developing countries.1 The world faces an
international crisis needing to be addressed through differing actions aimed at a common goal:
combatting climate change. Whether the responses grounded in law have been effective in
doing so forms the heart of this piece. The essay begins by contextualising climate change
proving that, because it is predominantly anthropogenic, responses to it may be regulated by
law. Thereafter, the essay examines how anthropogenic climate change is violating modest
formulations of universally accepted human rights, proving that the law ought to regulate
responses to climate change to prevent these violations now and in future. Finally, the essay
contrasts the strengths and weaknesses of existing sources of international law (specifically
customary international law and the law of treaties) which aim to combat this crisis through
requiring states to reduce their global carbon emissions. The essay concludes, and it is thus
submitted, that the weaknesses of international law sources in this regard outweigh their
strengths; however, as domestic courts take an increasingly rights-based interpretive approach
to climate change, they are de-emphasising the role of (failing) international law instruments
in this plight.

II

CONTEXTUALISING CLIMATE CHANGE

‘Climate change’ describes the changes in global or regional climate patterns, the
manifestations of which vary.2 They include ‘non-extreme events’ such as gradually rising
average global temperatures (termed global warming) which, inter alia, melt the polar ice-caps,
thus raising sea-levels to dangerous heights threatening those living in coastal communities. 3
Further, these piecemeal changes manufacture conditions conducive for ‘extreme events’, such
as cyclones and severe droughts, which pose immediate threats of death and destruction.4
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Climate change has natural and anthropogenic origins.5 This is significant for critiquing the
laws’ response. It would be unreasonable and fruitless to expect international law to respond
to climate change if it were purely naturally-occurring. Law can only be expected to regulate
climate change if, and to the extent that, it is anthropogenic as it is the conduct of states and
the human beings within them that falls within the ambit of the law.6

The above reasoning was endorsed at the Third Conference of the Parties (COP3) when
adopting the Kyoto Protocol7. The Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC), upon which this Protocol was based, drew two key conclusions: that
climate change is occurring and, more significantly, that it is “extremely likely”8 that climate
change is overwhelmingly caused by human greenhouse gas emissions (GHGE’s).9 Therefore,
because climate change is predominantly human-caused, conduct that impacts climate change
falls within the ambit of the law and may thus be regulated. However, regulation for
regulations’ sake is improper; regulation is surely warranted only if, and insofar as, climate
change brings about harm. This essay posits that such harm exists, inter alia, in the form of
grave human rights violations.

III

HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATED BY CLIMATE CHANGE

Climate change being overwhelmingly anthropogenic underlies the conclusion of this section:
that extreme and non-extreme climate events violate humans’ most fundamental rights. In
reaching this conclusion, the rights examined herein are those which the observed literature
and international law sources consider to be the most important and globally recognised. They
by no means constitute a numerus clausus of all rights negatively impacted by climate
change.10 Furthermore, less-contentious formulations of these rights, originally enshrined in
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 11 (ICCPR) and the International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR)12, are used in this section to

5
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prove that even modest conceptions of human rights are violated by anthropogenic climate
change, emphasising the seriousness of this phenomenon.13
Everyone enjoys the right to not be arbitrarily deprived of one’s life (the ‘right to life’).14 This
universally-recognised right, framed in the negative, allows for the non-arbitrary ending of life.
Climate events, both extreme (e.g. Cyclone Idai, 2018) and non-extreme (e.g. Western
European heatwave, 2003), cause thousands of deaths at a time thus representing some of the
most fatal events in history.15 Furthermore, it is not clear on what basis this loss of life is
justified (if one can exist). Therefore, anthropogenic climate change violates ones right to life;
a possibility explicitly recognised by the High Court of Lahore in Leghari v Federation of
Pakistan16.
Everyone enjoys the right that others not act to create serious threats to one’s health (the ‘right
to health’).17 The Fourth Assessment Report of the IPCC found that climate change increases
the prevalence of heatwaves, fires and extreme climate events; thus also increasing the
prevalence of diseases and injuries that result therefrom.18 It also found that climate change
increases the net range of disease vectors, and increases incidences of diarrhoeal diseases and
cardio-respiratory morbidity.19 It is therefore clear that anthropogenic climate change seriously
threatens the health of others in numerous ways, directly violating ones right to health.

As is characteristic of several rights, the right to health has an interconnected relationship with
other rights. Creating serious threats to the health of others will, if death results, violate ones
right to life. Moreover, the capacity to lead a “decent life”20 requires that “one is not
unnecessarily exposed to serious threats to their health”21. Increasing another’s exposure to
disease and injury, as climate change does, represents a lack of respect for another’s life by
undermining and potentially thwarting their capacity for agency.22 Therefore, the violation of
13
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ones right to health by anthropogenic climate change necessarily also violates that same
persons right to have their human dignity respected (‘right to dignity’).23

Everyone has the right that others not act to deprive them of their means of subsistence (the
‘right to subsistence’).24 Extreme and non-extreme climate events result in crop failure, food
insecurity and water shortages for the land of affected communities. 25 At best, this amounts
only to a violation of ones right to subsistence. However, further rights may be implicated.
Where the land affected by climate events is of cultural significance to a community,
anthropogenic climate change may force inhabitants to relocate to find new means of
subsistence. This violates their right that others respect their self-determination26 which is
inextricably tied to their traditional land.27 Furthermore, communities which do not have the
means to relocate must inevitably live off of insecure and worse-quality subsistence. This
unduly increases their likelihood of illness and death violating their right to health in the
former, their right to life in the latter, and their right to dignity in both instances.

Finally, the violation of the above rights is unevenly (and unfairly) distributed. On a macroscale, climate scientists have attributed the bulk of anthropogenic climate change to the
GHGE’s of industrialised (or developed) countries.28 These countries are characteristically
wealthier and more capable of mitigating against, and recovering from, losses caused by
climate change.29 The contrary holds true for developing countries. On a micro-scale, rights
violations due to anthropogenic climate change are likely to be felt more acutely by alreadyvulnerable segments of the population who have fewer resources available to shelter
themselves from these harms; therefore posing “particular risks for women, children and
indigenous people”30. Thus, on both a macro- and micro-scale, the rights violations caused by
anthropogenic climate change fall disproportionately on those less culpable for its cause yet
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most vulnerable to its consequences. This flies in the face of equity and the right to equality31
in the substantive sense.
Climate scientists are confident that humans’ growing GHGE’s are increasing the frequency
and intensity of extreme and non-extreme climate events.32 Thus, the violation of each of these
rights is predicted to increase in frequency and severity over time making this an ever-growing
human rights crisis harming present and future generations.33 That is, of course, unless
international law can successfully intervene.

IV

RESPONSES IN INTERNATIONAL LAW

International law, particularly through customary international law and the law of treaties, has
attempted to address this crisis by regulating countries’ GHGE’s (specifically, their carbon
emissions). This section analyses if, and to what extent, they have been effective in doing so.

International customs arise out of widespread state practice and opinio iuris, and are binding
on international law subjects.34 However, knowing if and/or when a particular custom (and
hence legal duty) has been established is often difficult to determine.35 Thus, the “judicial
decisions and the teachings of the most highly qualified publicists of the various nations” 36 act
as “subsidiary means”37 by which we determine the existence of these customs. Judgments of
the International Court of Justice (ICJ) are primarily used to determine if a customary
international law exists and what the scope of its duty entails.
The Train Smelter Arbitration38 and Corfu Channel Case39 were amongst the first
environmental law cases brought before the ICJ. Both cases successfully relied on the

31
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application of the doctrine of abuse of rights to emphasise that no state is permitted to
knowingly allow its territory to be used in a manner contrary to the rights of other states.40

At issue, however, is whether either of these cases formed a clear carbon-cutting custom. The
doctrine of abuse of rights flows from the duty to act in good faith which is a “general principle
of law recognised by civil nations”41 and not customary international law per se. International
law commentators agree that general principles of this kind are not independent sources of
legal obligations, and are only applicable where an independent legal duty already exists.42
Thus, in the absence of an established emission-reducing rule of international law, the doctrine
of abuse of rights cannot be relied on in this instance.

Later cases, however, explicitly state that environmental protection laws are international
customs (and not merely general principles) giving these rules authoritative force. In the
Gabčíkovo-Nagymaros Dam Project43, the ICJ held that the obligation to conduct an
environmental impact assessment, notify and consult neighbouring states, and to ensure
sustainable development were emergent norms of customary international law. Furthermore,
the Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons Advisory Opinion44 states that “principles
of environmental law … are part of customary international law”45 and “the sine qua non for
human survival”46.

At first glance these judgments provide clear authority for environmental protectionism
constituting international custom. However, a closer look at these cases debunks this prospect.
The ICJ in Gabčíkovo-Nagymaros,47 which is commonly regarded as providing “the clearest
support for a customary rule on protecting the environment”48, cited no authorities nor evidence
for its controversial finding.49 In the absence of such, this custom should hardly be regarded as
existent, let alone binding. Furthermore, the above quotes from the Nuclear Weapons50 case
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formed part of Judge Weeramantary’s dissenting opinion. The majority held that states do have
“a general obligation to protect the natural environment” 51, but did not elaborate on the
substance of this general obligation, nor go so far (as the dissenting Judge did) to hold that this
obligation arises out of customary international law making it difficult to believe that it does.52

The strength of customary international law lies in its binding and actionable nature. However,
because it remains unlikely that a custom requiring states to reduce their carbon emissions in
the face of climate change exists, these strengths do not hold. Customary international law
therefore constitutes weak authority for emission-reducing obligations. Furthermore, because
international customs can be slow to develop,53 a binding rule of this kind may only be
established by the time climate damage becomes irreversible. Stronger and more immediate
authority, however, flows from a number of treaties which have been adopted and enforced
over time.
The United Nations Framework Convention for Climate Change (UNFCCC) 54 is a nearuniversally ratified treaty with the objective of stabilising atmospheric GHGE concentrations
at a level that prevents anthropogenic interferences with climate change. Two important
principles underlie how states must act under this treaty. Firstly, member states are bound “to
act in the interests of human safety even in the face of scientific uncertainty”55 consistent with
the precautionary principle. Thus, states cannot scapegoat their international obligations under
this treaty out of mere scepticism of climate change. Secondly, the notion that states have
“common but differentiated responsibilities and respective capabilities”56 (the equity principle)
mandates states to adopt individually tailored measures that fulfil its common objective
proportionate to their own culpability in accelerating, and means of mitigating against, climate
change. Both principles represent progressive and strategic inclusions to the treaty for its time.
The UNFCCC’s major setback is that the GHGE limits set on each state are non-binding, thus
a state’s failure to comply with these limitations is seemingly inconsequential. Fortunately, a
strength of this treaty is that it allows for specific international treaties (i.e. Agreements and
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Protocols) to be negotiated under it to specify further action to achieve its objective.57 From
this, the Kyoto Protocol58 was adopted.
Described as “the most important agreement”59 negotiated under the UNFCCC, the Kyoto
Protocol60 outlines specific GHGE-reduction obligations for all member states for a
commitment period between 2008-2012. Using an Annex-based structure, the Protocol’s
design and contents better achieves the objective of the UNFCCC by placing binding GHGE
limits (and hence the greater onus of combatting anthropogenic climate change) only on
developed countries, consistent with the UNFCCC’s equity principle.61

The Kyoto Protocol, while theoretically watertight, faced practical barriers which hindered its
efficacy. China and India (classified as developing countries) did not face binding limits under
this treaty, and the United States of America (USA) (classified as a developed country)
explicitly rejected it.62 In practice, this meant that the worlds’ three largest carbon-emitting
states were not bound by GHGE limits under the Protocol. This undermined the legitimacy of
the Protocol, aggravating states who partook in the first commitment period to not partake in
the second commitment period (from 2013-2020) negotiated under the Doha Amendment.
Between the first and second commitment periods, the scope of the Protocol narrowed
significantly from comprising of countries that made up over 55% of the world’s total carbon
emissions to only 15%.63 As the scope of the Protocol narrowed, as did its effectiveness in
mitigating against anthropogenic climate change. Thus, despite being theoretically impressive,
the weaknesses of the Protocol lay in its practicalities: it’s exclusion of major carbon emitting
developing states from binding obligations, and the inherently consensual nature of treaties
allowing the USA to avoid obligations entirely.
Also negotiated under the UNFCCC, the Paris Agreement64 aims to reduce global warming
and enhance the implementation of the UNFCCC. The Agreement entails that member states
determine, plan and regularly report on their own contributions taken to mitigate climate
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change. The Agreement, universally adopted at COP21, does not place individually-tailored or
binding GHGE restrictions on states. Rather, each state sets their own emission-reduction goals
and reports on their progress in achieving them.65 In doing so, no distinction is made between
developed and developing states. Hence, the Agreement responded to states’ reluctance to strict
emission-reducing obligations (such as those imposed by the Kyoto Protocol) by creating ones
which are less onerous and more flexible, increasing state participation. However,
environmental scientists and jurists alike argue that the lax obligations inherent to the design
of the Paris Agreement are its very downfall.

The non-binding targets entirely undermine the urgency and seriousness of the fight against
anthropogenic climate change. Aside from reputational considerations, there are no incentives
for ambivalent states to meet their self-made targets. Even if states do meet these targets or if
their targets were made binding, the cumulative effect of this would nevertheless remain
insufficient to have the necessary impact on mitigating against the dangers of climate
interference.66 Furthermore, the USA is set to denounce the treaty in November of 2020.67
Judging by states’ reactions to the failings of the Kyoto Protocol partly for this same reason,
this denunciation is likely to influence other major carbon-emitting states to follow suit, further
undermining the potential of this Agreement.

While the overall weakness of treaties paints a grim picture and their future success remains
questionable, it would be uncharitable to say that treaties have been entirely ineffective. Several
domestic courts are using even non-binding international agreements to hold their governments
accountable for not practicing environmentally-conscious conduct. Notably, this is especially
true when human rights arguments are made simultaneously.
In Leghari,68 the petitioner successfully sued the Pakistan government for failing to carry out
its national climate change implementation policies consistent with their obligations under the
UNFCCC and its supplementary Agreements.69 At the core of this decision lay the Court’s
reasoning that human rights were being unacceptably implicated due to climate change; the
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state had a Constitutionally-enshrined role in taking any possible steps to prevent these
violations, even where the impact would be marginal.70 This case symbolises a crucial turning
point in climate change litigation. It suggests that the violation of domestically-recognised
human rights by climate change could form a sufficient basis to compel the state to act to
mitigate against it.71
While the Leghari72 decision was decided on a combination of Pakistan’s international law
obligations and rights-based analysis, the final Court in Urgenda v State of the Netherlands73,
using only human rights and torts law, held that the State of the Netherlands was not doing
enough to combat climate change. 74 Previously, the only legal obligations for states to combat
climate change were those agreed upon in treaties.75 This decision is thus monumental for
having been reached independently of treaty obligations, using only legal axioms applicable to
any legal system. 76 This suggests that, even though international law sources are weaker than
they are strong in combatting climate change, this does not hinder domestic courts ability to
interpret the role of their governments as one needing to address climate change independently
of their international law obligations.

Admittedly, the heroism of lower-level courts should not be over-emphasised. Where
governments have successfully been held accountable for inadequate responses to climate
change, the courts in these cases seldom accepted that there had been human right violations.77
Instead, human rights arguments have been more successfully invoked as a lens through which
courts adjudicate these cases.78 The success of interpreting climate change as a domestic
obligation appears contingent on the existence of an ‘activist’ judiciary willing to interpret the
government’s role in combatting climate change progressively and creatively. 79
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State-protected human rights are a near-universally available hook for environmental activists
to hang their climate-cases onto. Furthermore, arguments which invoke such rights are likely
to succeed in states with a history of commitment to human rights protection, which are moreoften-than-not developed countries which have resources to take necessary action. In light of
this, it is submitted that it is both necessary and desirable for human rights arguments to be
invoked in future climate change litigation; necessary because international laws have failed to
adequately address this phenomenon, and desirable because increased use of such a litigation
strategy contributes towards it’s increased credibility. However, only time will tell whether this
interpretive approach will gain traction, if right-violation arguments will be accepted, and
whether the success of either approach will stretch beyond the Global South where most
progressive climate change decisions have taken place to date.80

V

CONCLUSION

Climate scientists have unequivocally announced that climate change is predominantly
anthropogenic, which places conduct that affects climate change within the ambit of the law.81
It is necessary that the law regulates such conduct because anthropogenic climate change is
violating universally accepted human rights including, but not limited to, modest formulations
of the right to life, health, subsistence and dignity. No definitive customary international law
duty exists which obliges states to reduce their carbon emissions. Furthermore, treaties which
have aimed to do so have fallen short on numerous occasions either by their implementation
(the Kyoto Protocol) or by their design (the Paris Agreement). While it is unfortunate that
international law sources are largely ineffective, climate change litigation can be successful
independent of international law duties if adjudicated through a human rights lens. Thus, the
rights-based approach presents itself as a promising way forward in climate litigation and in
the fight against anthropogenic climate change. Such an approach needs to be emphasised in
climate litigation so that domestic courts can continue to adjudicate climate change cases
through a human-rights lens, and de-emphasise the role of failing international law instruments.

80
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